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interfaces at the end devices, while utilizing the efficient
ICN transmission within the network. This approach
promises to deliver on the benefits of ICN in terms of
increased network utilization, while preserving the rich
existing ecosystem of IP-based Internet services.
Our demonstration will highlight two specific benefits of
such an approach, namely the multicast gain in an HTTPlevel video streaming scenario and the latency reduction
through dynamically inserting surrogate service endpoints.
These benefits derive directly from the ICN concept of
separating naming from routing, allowing alternative
service placements and new forwarding mechanisms.

ABSTRACT
Information-centric networking (ICN) has been actively studied as a
promising alternative to the IP-based Internet architecture with potential
benefits in terms of network efficiency, privacy, security, and novel
applications. However, it is difficult to adopt such wholesale replacement
of the IP-based Internet to a new routing and service infrastructure due to
the conflict among existing stakeholders, market players, and solution
providers. To overcome these difficulties, we provide an evolutionary
approach by which we enable the expected benefits of ICN for existing
services. The demonstration shows that these benefits can be efficiently
introduced and work with existing IP end-systems.
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2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, media-rich traffic, e.g., video streaming,
increases rapidly, and is expected to grow to more than
80% of Internet traffic by 2019 [1]. Unicast delivery drives
much of the bandwidth costs, while often also resulting in a
poor quality of experience for end users due to the
experienced congestion. To overcome this issue, content
delivery networks (CDNs) have been deployed that place
popular content closer to end users. However, this solution
is realized through rather inefficient DNS-level indirections
that only allow changes over long timeframes.
Information-centric networking (ICN) has been a
promising alternative to the IP-based Internet architecture.
In ICN, content can be delivered via multicast as an
effective solution to reducing traffic. However, a migration
to ICN requires significant changes to existing service
interfaces, network infrastructures, and applications, which
in turn creates reluctance to adopt such new architecture.
In our ICN demonstration, we showcase an alternative
approach that preserves the service- and network-level

Figure 1. System architecture

In order to preserve the IP interfaces towards UEs, we use a
gateway approach, as shown in Figure 1. Bridging between
IP and ICN is performed in network attachment points
(NAPs), e.g., the access gateways from customers to the
network, and the ICN border gateway (ICN BGW), i.e., the
access from and to peering networks or operator server
resources. This NAP handles all abstractions supported at
the UE, i.e., IP, TCP, HTTP, COAP, while all
communications beyond the ICN BGW complies with
standard IP technologies, making the network appear like a
standard IP autonomous system. Furthermore, the NAP
provides standard gateway functions such as network
address translation (NAT), firewalling and dynamic IP
address assignment wherever required. The ICN network is
an evolution of the system outlined in [4], where the
rendezvous and topology management functions are
merged into a single path computation element (PCE),
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realized over an SDN-based core forwarding infrastructure.
Communication at the HTTP level is mapped onto an
exchange using ICN names formed by the fully qualified
domain name (FQDN) for the request and the full URL for
the response. Given the location-independence created
through an ICN architecture, this opens up the possibility
of surrogate service endpoints, which act on behalf of and
with authority of an origin server. The realization through
native ICN primitives rather than DNS-level indirections
allow for fast service level routing adjustments in the order
one second and less. Furthermore, HTTP responses for the
same resources can be bundled into a single multicast
response with increased network efficiency as a result.

‘surrogate server’. The trigger client and the surrogate are
placed in the demo booth, resulting in a single hop distance
compared to the longer distance to the remote server. The
PCE (see Figure 1) calculates a new, shorter, route and
future requests from the trigger client will be served from
the (now closer) surrogate server, while the cluster-based
clients continue to route their requests to the origin server.
This localization of traffic not only improves on network
utilization but also reduces service-level latency and
therefore improves on Quality of Experience (QoE).

4. DEMONSTRATED BENEFITS
During the demonstration we present the multicast gain
achieved through our ICN-based infrastructure as the
relative capacity improvement compared to conventional
IP-based networks, as depicted in Figure 3.

3. DEMONSTRATION SCENARIO
In this demonstration, an HTTP-level streaming (HLS)
scenario over an ICN-based infrastructure will be used as
depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 3. CDF of multicast gain for 10 emulated clients

5. CONCLUSION

Figure 2. Topology with 10 emulated clients

All IP endpoints (both clients and servers) are depicted
with grey squares and their NAPs with aqua circles. Each
NAP serves one IP endpoint. In this topology, a cluster of
at least 10 IP endpoints will request content from a server
near the bottom right. We use the Mininet platform [3] to
scale within a computing cluster, while connecting the
cluster via an SDN-based core network. A standard Apache
server exposes HLS content via “http://video.point” to the
Mininet clients. Another IP endpoint and its NAP is
depicted at the bottom, which acts as a trigger client to start
the experiment. This trigger client is part of the physical
demo setup (playing out the received video), while the
cluster-based clients will be accessed via a VPN-based L2
tunnel. All yellow circles are pure ICN forwarding nodes
that connect neighbouring nodes within the SDN-based
core and the overall demo topology.
Upon starting the trigger client, all emulated clients will be
instructed to start ‘watching’ the same video, resulting in a
quasi-synchronous watching scenario albeit without strict
synchronization between the clients. We will use a standard
MPEG DASH encoded video and a Gstreamer client for
playout at the trigger client. In the second step of the demo,
we will showcase the aforementioned surrogate capability.
This is triggered by the experienced delay from the trigger
client based at the demo booth. Such delay will trigger the
activation of the surrogate server, shown in Figure 2 as

In this demonstration, we leverage the benefits of
information-centric networking architectures to improve on
existing IP-based services and applications. Specifically,
we will demonstrate the possible multicast gain in a
scenario of quasi-synchronous viewing of HTTP-level
video content, while also reducing the service-level
latency. The entire setup will be realized as an integrated
demonstration, with parts running in an overlay network
with an SDN-based core, which is possible to showcase in
any environment that allows for standard Internet
connectivity where VPN tunnels are allowed.
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